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The Professor 2011-05-01 at the heart of this striking collection is the title work a candid and
wrenching exploration of castle s relationship during her graduate school years with a female
professor at once hilarious and rueful it is a pitch perfect recollection of the fiascos of youth how
we come to own or disown our sexuality how we understand or fail to the emotional needs and
wishes of others how the ordeals of desire can prompt a lifelong search for self understanding
with the professor and other writings terry castle cements her reputation as a truly remarkable
writer distinctive wise frank incredibly funny and utterly fearless
Joseph Butler: Fifteen Sermons and other writings on ethics 2017-02-10 joseph butler s
fifteen sermons 1729 is a classic work of moral philosophy which remains widely influential the
topics butler discusses include the role of conscience in human nature self love and egoism
compassion resentment and forgiveness and love of our neighbour and of god the text of the
enlarged and corrected second edition is here presented together with a selection of butler s
other ethical writings a dissertation of the nature of virtue a sermon preached before the house
of lords and relevant extracts from his correspondence with samuel clarke while this is a readers
edition that avoids cluttering butler s text with textual variants and intrusive footnotes it comes
complete with scholarly apparatus intended to aid the reader in studying butlers work in depth
david mcnaughton contributes a substantial historical and philosophical introduction that
highlights the continuing importance of these works in addition there are extensive notes at the
end of the volume including significant textual variants and full details of butler s sources and
references as well as short summaries of butler s predecessors and a selective bibliography this
will be the definitive resource for anyone interested in butler s moral philosophy
Common Stocks and Uncommon Profits and Other Writings 2015-04-03 widely respected and
admired philip fisher is among the most influential investors of all time his investment
philosophies introduced almost forty years ago are not only studied and applied by today s
financiers and investors but are also regarded by many as gospel this book is invaluable reading
and has been since it was first published in 1958 the updated paperback retains the investment
wisdom of the original edition and includes the perspectives of the author s son ken fisher an
investment guru in his own right in an expanded preface and introduction i sought out phil fisher
after reading his common stocks and uncommon profits a thorough understanding of the
business obtained by using phil s techniques enables one to make intelligent investment
commitments warren buffet
The Autobiography and Other Writings 1986-01-07 this authoritative bantam classic edition
presents readers with a wide ranging selection of benjamin franklin s most important writings
illuminating the complex and appealing character of this quintessential american who rose to
fame as a publisher inventor educator bon vivant and statesman here are selections from
franklin s newspaper articles from the sage wisdom of poor richard s almanac from his
entertaining letters from his scientific essays from his political and revolutionary writings plus a
generous sampling of his famous aphorisms poems and humor and most important here is a
newly edited text of one of the most vital and important works of american literature the
autobiography as fascinating and as relevant as ever this timeless collection of writings reveals
an extraordinary man whose mind was always curious always questioning and who forever
remained dedicated to the principles of truth and liberty
Walden and Other Writings 2000-11-01 henry david thoreau s vision of personal freedom is
indelibly etched on the american consciousness we need the tonic of wildness thoreau wrote in
walden and by turning his back on town amenities to build a house on walden pond in 1845 he
helped shape our notions of the individual subsistence and a moral relation to nature raising
white beans and potatoes that he sold to his concord neighbors he stayed for two years his book
records both the philosophy he developed while living alone and the facts of his everyday life
included here with the complete text of walden are selections from thoreau s first book a week
on the concord and merrimack rivers a plea for captain john brown his eloquent defense of the
american abolitionist s rebellion at harper s ferry and such masterpieces as his famous essay
civil disobedience in which he describes a night spent in prison for refusing to pay a poll tax to a
government that condoned slavery
The Fight and Other Writings 2005-07-28 hazlitt is one of the greatest masters of english
prose style and this new selection demonstrates the variety and richness of his writing the
volume includes classic pieces of drama and literature criticism such as his essays on
shakespeare and coleridge as well as less well known material from his social and political
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journalism this collection encourages the reader to reconsider the nature of critical writing which
hazlitt transforms into an art form
The King in the Golden Mask and Other Writings 1982 excerpt from fountain of old age
and other writings it would seem that the curse has proved god s best gift to the race man
driven out of eden has built the world about the publisher forgotten books publishes hundreds of
thousands of rare and classic books find more at forgottenbooks com this book is a reproduction
of an important historical work forgotten books uses state of the art technology to digitally
reconstruct the work preserving the original format whilst repairing imperfections present in the
aged copy in rare cases an imperfection in the original such as a blemish or missing page may
be replicated in our edition we do however repair the vast majority of imperfections successfully
any imperfections that remain are intentionally left to preserve the state of such historical works
A New View of Society and Other Writings 1971 written after several years of traveling
through france and italy laurence sterne wrote a sentimental journey as an account of his
experiences abroad and ultimately established travel writing as the dominant literary genre of
the second half of the 18th century this book is sometimes seen as an epilogue to his previous
more famous work the life and opinions of tristram shandy gentleman but was immensely
popular in its own right because of its elegant episodic style that till then had not been prevalent
in travel literature the story is narrated by the charming and sensitive young reverend mr yorick
and recounts his various adventures throughout france with his servant la fleur sterne s
emphasis of subjective personal discussions and of manners and morals over classical learning
are delicately expressed in this imaginative work after years of fighting consumption sterne
passed away just weeks before the publication of this one of his most successful and influential
novels also included in this collection are two of sterne s more important shorter works the
journal to eliza and a political romance this edition is printed on premium acid free paper
Fountain of Old Age and Other Writings (Classic Reprint) 2018-01-18 other writings include a
receipt to make a new england funeral elegy advice to a friend on choosing a mistress the
speech of miss polly baker how to secure houses c from lightning the kite experiment the way to
wealth an edict by the king of prussia the morals of chess excerpt the elysian fields information
to those who would remove to america excerpt an address to the public from the pennsylvania
society for promoting the abolition of slavery a miscellany of franklin s opinions
A Sentimental Journey and Other Writings 2021-07-07 我々が生きている時代を考えるために必要な知の枠組を 根本から変
革した20世紀最大の思想家フーコー 本書は その壮大な思想のエッセンスを集約した必携ガイドブックである 狂気の歴史 言葉と物 知の考古学 監視と処罰 など主要著作のブッ
クガイドとキーワード解説 フーコー自身が執筆した講義要旨11年分を収録 波乱にみちた生涯を詳述した年譜を付す フーコー コレクション 各巻をはじめ フーコーの著作を読み
たいひとのための ここから始める一冊
Autobiography and Other Writings 1986 anatole broyard long time book critic book review editor
and essayist for the new york times wants to be remembered he will be with this collection of
irreverent humorous essays he wrote concerning the ordeals of life and death many of which
were written during the battle with cancer that led to his death in 1990 a new york times notable
book of the year a heartbreakingly eloquent and unsentimental meditation on mortality some
writing is so rich and well spoken that commentary is superfluous even presumptuous read this
book and celebrate a cultured spirit made fine it seems by the coldest of touches los angeles
times succeeds brilliantly anatole broyard has joined his father but not before leaving behind a
legacy rich in wisdom about the written word and the human condition he has died but he lives
as a writer and we are the wealthier for it the washington post book world a virtuoso
performance the central essays of intoxicated by my illness were written during the last fourteen
months of broyard s life they are held in a gracious setting of his previous writings on death in
life and literature including a fictionalized account of his own father s dying of cancer the title
refers to his reaction to the knowledge that he had a life threatening illness his literary
sensibility was ignited his mind flooded with image and metaphor and he decided to employ
these intuitive gifts to light his way into the darkness of his disease and its treatment many
other people have chronicled their last months few are as vivid as broyard who brilliantly
surveys a variety of books on illness and death along the way as he draws us into his writer s
imagination set free now by what he describes as the deadline of life a remarkable book a lively
man of dense intelligence and flashing wit who lets go and yet at the same time comtains
himself in the style through which he remains alive the new york times book review despite
much pain anatole broyard continued to write until the final days of his life he used his writing to
rage in the words of dylan thomas against the dying of the light shocking no holds barred and
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utterly exquisite the baltimore sun
A New View of Society and Other Writings 1991 life of william blake with selections from his
poems and other writings vol 1 is an unchanged high quality reprint of the original edition of
1880 hansebooks is editor of the literature on different topic areas such as research and science
travel and expeditions cooking and nutrition medicine and other genres as a publisher we focus
on the preservation of historical literature many works of historical writers and scientists are
available today as antiques only hansebooks newly publishes these books and contributes to the
preservation of literature which has become rare and historical knowledge for the future
Gulliver's Travels, and Other Writings 1958 this work has been selected by scholars as being
culturally important and is part of the knowledge base of civilization as we know it this work was
reproduced from the original artifact and remains as true to the original work as possible
therefore you will see the original copyright references library stamps as most of these works
have been housed in our most important libraries around the world and other notations in the
work this work is in the public domain in the united states of america and possibly other nations
within the united states you may freely copy and distribute this work as no entity individual or
corporate has a copyright on the body of the work as a reproduction of a historical artifact this
work may contain missing or blurred pages poor pictures errant marks etc scholars believe and
we concur that this work is important enough to be preserved reproduced and made generally
available to the public we appreciate your support of the preservation process and thank you for
being an important part of keeping this knowledge alive and relevant
フーコー・ガイドブック 2006-11 20世紀の思想世界における三巨星 クーン ハイデガー フーコーが提起した概念や方法 見解を大胆に拡張し融合させ独自の科学論を構築
する
Patriarcha and Other Writings 1949 13 écrits majeurs de la phase radicale de defoe le montrant
moraliste passionné styliste superbe et pionnier dans le journalisme politique
Intoxicated by My Illness 2010-11-24 miscellanies from the oxford sermons and other writings is
a collection of essays and sermons by john henry newman this book presents an overview of
newman s theological insights and his re evaluation of his earlier writings this collection allows
the reader to engage with newman s most important ideas and provides a unique snapshot of
the religious climate of the time this work has been selected by scholars as being culturally
important and is part of the knowledge base of civilization as we know it this work is in the
public domain in the united states of america and possibly other nations within the united states
you may freely copy and distribute this work as no entity individual or corporate has a copyright
on the body of the work scholars believe and we concur that this work is important enough to be
preserved reproduced and made generally available to the public we appreciate your support of
the preservation process and thank you for being an important part of keeping this knowledge
alive and relevant
Life of William Blake, with Selections from His Poems and Other Writings 2018-01-05
before jack kerouac expressed the spirit of a generation in his 1957 classic on the road he spent
years figuring out how he wanted to live and above all learning how to write atop an underwood
brings together more than sixty previously unpublished works that kerouac wrote before he was
twenty two ranging from stories and poems to plays and parts of novels including an excerpt
from his 1943 merchant marine novel the sea is my brother these writings reveal what kerouac
was thinking doing and dreaming during his formative years and reflect his primary literary
influences readers will also find in these works the source of kerouac s spontaneous prose style
uncovering a fascinating missing link in kerouac s development as a writer atop an underwood is
essential reading for kerouac fans scholars and critics
LIFE OF WILLIAM BLAKE W/SELECT 2016-08-29 life of william blake with selections from his
poems and other writings vol i is an unchanged high quality reprint of the original edition of
1880 hansebooks is editor of the literature on different topic areas such as research and science
travel and expeditions cooking and nutrition medicine and other genres as a publisher we focus
on the preservation of historical literature many works of historical writers and scientists are
available today as antiques only hansebooks newly publishes these books and contributes to the
preservation of literature which has become rare and historical knowledge for the future
Letters and Other Writings of James Madison 2017-03-17 this work has been selected by
scholars as being culturally important and is part of the knowledge base of civilization as we
know it this work was reproduced from the original artifact and remains as true to the original
work as possible therefore you will see the original copyright references library stamps as most
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of these works have been housed in our most important libraries around the world and other
notations in the work this work is in the public domain in the united states of america and
possibly other nations within the united states you may freely copy and distribute this work as
no entity individual or corporate has a copyright on the body of the work as a reproduction of a
historical artifact this work may contain missing or blurred pages poor pictures errant marks etc
scholars believe and we concur that this work is important enough to be preserved reproduced
and made generally available to the public we appreciate your support of the preservation
process and thank you for being an important part of keeping this knowledge alive and relevant
知識と権力 2000-10 this work has been selected by scholars as being culturally important and is part
of the knowledge base of civilization as we know it this work was reproduced from the original
artifact and remains as true to the original work as possible therefore you will see the original
copyright references library stamps as most of these works have been housed in our most
important libraries around the world and other notations in the work this work is in the public
domain in the united states of america and possibly other nations within the united states you
may freely copy and distribute this work as no entity individual or corporate has a copyright on
the body of the work as a reproduction of a historical artifact this work may contain missing or
blurred pages poor pictures errant marks etc scholars believe and we concur that this work is
important enough to be preserved reproduced and made generally available to the public we
appreciate your support of the preservation process and thank you for being an important part
of keeping this knowledge alive and relevant
Patriarcha and Other Writings 2003 excerpt from the religio medici and other writings of sir
thomas browne tn modern visitor to norwich who has found his way through steep winding
streets or stairmd alleys into the most romantic of english market places is within a stone s
throw of the spot in which the famous physician whose terceutenary east anglia was celebrating
lately spent the greater part of his long and fortunate life averyordinary house distinguished
however with a memorial tablet occupies the site the garden too with its reredos which evelyn
when he visited browne in x67x thought a paradise has long since disappeared bot close at hand
towersthegreateastwindowotslpctermancrofhthe mag nificent church in which the median
rdiflosus worshipped and old norwich afiords not a few glimpses from crowded streets into
venerable courtyards with vistas of greenery beyond which make it easy to imagine the
circumstances of his abode about the publisher forgotten books publishes hundreds of
thousands of rare and classic books find more at forgottenbooks com this book is a reproduction
of an important historical work forgotten books uses state of the art technology to digitally
reconstruct the work preserving the original format whilst repairing imperfections present in the
aged copy in rare cases an imperfection in the original such as a blemish or missing page may
be replicated in our edition we do however repair the vast majority of imperfections successfully
any imperfections that remain are intentionally left to preserve the state of such historical works
The True-born Englishman and Other Writings 1997 unlike some other reproductions of
classic texts 1 we have not used ocr optical character recognition as this leads to bad quality
books with introduced typos 2 in books where there are images such as portraits maps sketches
etc we have endeavoured to keep the quality of these images so they represent accurately the
original artefact although occasionally there may be certain imperfections with these old texts
we feel they deserve to be made available for future generations to enjoy
Miscellanies From the Oxford Sermons and Other Writings of John Henry Newman 2023-07-18 in
this comprehensive volume of the collected writings of james monroe whitfield 1822 71 robert s
levine and ivy g wilson restore this african american poet abolitionist and intellectual to his
rightful place in the arts and politics of the nineteenth century united states whitfield s works
including poems from his celebrated america and other poems 1853 were printed in influential
journals and newspapers such as frederick douglass s the north star a champion of the black
emigration movement during the 1850s whitfield was embraced by african americans as a black
nationalist bard when he moved from his longtime home in buffalo new york to california in the
early 1860s however by the beginning of the twentieth century his reputation had faded for this
volume levine and wilson gathered and annotated all of whitfield s extant writings both poetry
and prose and many pieces are reprinted here for the first time since their original publication in
their thorough introduction the editors situate whitfield in relation to key debates on black
nationalism in african american culture underscoring the importance of poetry and periodical
culture to black writing during the period
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Atop an Underwood 2000-11-01 a collection of the articles flora thompson wrote for a small
magazine the catholic fireside between 1916 and 1928 when she lived in liphook in hampshire
as the postmaster s wife her interest was captured by many things including a kestrel hunting in
the january skies the return of migrant birds in april the remedial properites of the elder tree
and the solitary life of the ploughman flora thompson is perhaps best known as the author of the
country classic lark rise to candleford and her remarkable observations about the countryside
form a valuable part of the history of rural england
Life of William Blake 2017-03-25 excerpt from the district school as it was scenery showing
and other writings the following work was first published in boston in 1833 and was received
with unqualified favor a second and larger edition was issued in new york with equal success
several hundred of this edition were purchased by a distinguished friend of education in a
neighboring state henry barnard esq of conn and dis tributed for the purpose of suggesting ideas
of reform it was republished in london a few years ago as giving a faith ful description of one of
the institutions of new england it is hoped that it will be deemed particularly appropriate to
school libraries and not unsuited to others that it will be sought as an agreeable gift book from
teachers to pupils and lastly that it will ever be of historical use to rising generations educated
under better auspices as exhibiting a true and graphic picture of the district school as it was
about the publisher forgotten books publishes hundreds of thousands of rare and classic books
find more at forgottenbooks com this book is a reproduction of an important historical work
forgotten books uses state of the art technology to digitally reconstruct the work preserving the
original format whilst repairing imperfections present in the aged copy in rare cases an
imperfection in the original such as a blemish or missing page may be replicated in our edition
we do however repair the vast majority of imperfections successfully any imperfections that
remain are intentionally left to preserve the state of such historical works
The Friends' Library 2018-02-07 the political dilemma of ireland the state of faith in england
the charms of the beggar s opera the importance of puns this selection gathers together some
of swift s most brilliant prose from high politics to social gossip from savage tirades to
lighthearted social satire in addition to his classic essays the collection includes several of swift s
letters to alexander pope and other great thinkers of the age
好色一代男: 1992 bret harte was at the forefront of western american literature paving the way for
other writers including mark twain for the first time in one volume the luck of roaring camp and
other writings brings together not only harte s best known pieces including the luck of roaring
camp and the outcasts of poker flat but also the original transcription of the famous 1882 essay
the argonauts of 49 as well as a selection of his poetry lesser known essays and three of his
condensed novels parodies of james fenimore cooper charles dickens and sir arthur conan doyle
for more than seventy years penguin has been the leading publisher of classic literature in the
english speaking world with more than 1 700 titles penguin classics represents a global
bookshelf of the best works throughout history and across genres and disciplines readers trust
the series to provide authoritative texts enhanced by introductions and notes by distinguished
scholars and contemporary authors as well as up to date translations by award winning
translators
Life of William Blake 2016-05-20 a well thought out treatment of the writings of john in the
bible the author takes all the influences that may have caused john to write the on the topics he
did such as the state of the roman empire at the time and the rise of gnosticism which was a
major influence in the new testament world
The Religio Medici and Other Writings of Sir Thomas Browne (Classic Reprint) 2018-01-22 first
pub in french in 1791 5 includes biographical material and a selection of writings
The Essays and Other Prose Writings. Edited by Alfred B. Gough 2012-01
The Works of James M. Whitfield 2011-02-01
Edgar Allan Poe, and Other Essays 1897
A Country Calendar, and Other Writings 1979
The District School as It Was 2018-12-18
A Modest Proposal and Other Writings 2009-09-24
The Luck of Roaring Camp and Other Writings 2001-08-01
The Friends' Library: Comprising Journals, Doctrinal Treatises, and Other Writings of
Members of the Religious Society of Friends 1842
The Johannine Writings 2017-03-14
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Justine, Philosophy in the Bedroom, and Other Writings 1990
Igerne and Other Writings 1897
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